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Our land is naturally beautiful 
Everything was arranged, everything was in order in its place. 

Now whatever that was underground was dug up by the mines and brought on top 
Now we struggle to breathe, and our plants are suffocating. 

I can’t rest because of mining and the waste that development brought 
We hear the land saying: 

How will I look in the next 10 years? 
I have been created in a balanced way so that I can give life, 

Will plants and people and living things continue to live. 
It seems that some people are competing with the Creator. 

The Creator created everything knowing that everything must be in place 
but now things are rearranged.

 
Mmabore Mogashoa 

GaMogashoa Ditlhakaneng
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Sekhukhune Investigation Team
Happiness Koma, Molin Moseamedi, Selowa Moshabi, Donald Mphethi, Victoria Makgoo, Tiego Thobejane, Boitumelo 
Thobejane, Eustine Matsepane, Mmabore Mogashoa, Kamogelo Mogashoa, Julian Tsoka, Mmathapelo Thobejane

Introduction 

This is our investigation report into the problem 
of waste management in our community. We are 
activists who live in Sekhukhune.

In Sekhukhune there is a serious problem in the 
villages, there is a lot of waste dumping. Every 
corner where you go you will see plastics, baby 
diapers, tins, and sharp objects such as broken 
bottles dumped. Everything that is being used is 
being thrown everywhere. You will find waste also 
in the rivers in the dongas, under the bridges . They 
are all filled with bottles, diapers, dead animals and 
plastics.

This waste gives off a terrible smell and can affect 
the health of the people. Waste under bridges 
block water from flowing. When dongas fill up with 
waste they can cause problems for houses nearby.
Animals eat plastic and this might kill the animals 
because plastic cannot be digested.  

Water and soil is contaminated and this affects the 
flora and fauna. Dumping waste in rivers adds to 
the pollution from mining operations.

When we plant, our crops absorb the chemicals or 
whatever else is in the water. We have observed 
recently that our rivers don’t have frogs as in the 
past. This means that the waste is affecting the 
living things in the water.

The cause of this problem is that the municipality 
has not set up a proper waste management plan.  
The municipality does not collect waste in our 
villages  in the way they collect waste in the few 
wealthy suburbs near the towns. Our villages are 
left to suffer the consequences of having  waste 
being dumped around them when they live.

People need education about waste. They need to 
know what where and when to dump, what is safe 
to burn or not. But this education can only happen 
when the Municipality provides a waste collection 
service.

Municipal councillors tell us that they have no 
budget to provide a waste management service. 
We are not sure if this is correct. We have heard of 
municipality wasting money. We have also heard of 
corrupt practices that has led to the loss of millions 
of Rands which could have be used for community 
services.

This means that the Municipalities are going against 
Section 24 of our Constitution which says that we 
have a right to a safe and healthy environment. They 
are also ignoring government laws that say that the 
municipality must provide a waste management 
service.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1crli9A1lhDYBhptuj3ijbw0dvJElto0D&amp;usp=sharing
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This shows that people living in poor rural areas are 
not taken seriously.

When mines came into our areas they were followed 
by an increase in the number of people looking 
for work in the mines. They were also followed 
by large shopping malls, taverns and spaza shops. 
Before mining we did not have a waste problem, 
Our grandparents led a simple life. They planted 
their own food kept chicken and cattle  and  eat 
the food they produced. They did not have much 
electronic goods and plastics. Our mothers did not 
buy diapers for their babies and we did not have 
the number of shebeens and taverns  that dumped 
bottles everywhere.

The shebeen owners, the taverns, the mines  the 
shop owners and malls do not work with the 
people to see what is happening to the waste. Even 
the shopping centres don’t have enough dustbins 
where people can throw  their waste. Only a few 
people who are selling on the streets keep their 
places clean.

As community activists, we have ideas on how to 
solve this problem.

We believe Mines, Malls, Spaza shops and 
municipality have a responsibility to work with the 
community to solve this problem. We believe that 
they should place dumpsters in the village close to 
where people live, not on the R37 highway, which 
can only be reached by a few people living close 
by and those with cars. Unemployed young people 
in each village should be employed to collect bags 
from homes and take them to the dumpsters.

In this report we only focussed on the crisis of 
waste from our homes. We have not looked at 
mine waste which pollutes our rivers, soil and our 
air. Monitors have reported on this in the past.

The work we did on this report is part of the Bench 
Marks Community Monitors programme which 
aims to train activists in using new digital tools  to 
investigate and report on community problems.

We went around our villages and took geo located 
photos with our cell phones, to show how and 
where people got rid of their waste. We used these 
pictures and the map to help us understand what 
people dumped and how this would affect their 
health and the environment.

We mapped the pictures to show where people 
dumped. See our map here.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1crli9A1lhDYBhptuj3ijbw0dvJElto0D&amp;usp=sharing
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(1)  Where our community dumps their waste

 Waste is dumped in backyards of homes
 

 

 

 Residents burn waste in backyards and in the bushes

 Waste is dumped on riverbanks
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 Waste is dumped under bridges

 

 Waste is dumped in dongas and dry riverbeds
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 Waste is dumped on roadsides  and paths were people walk
 

 Sacred sites where community rituals are held are polluted with waste
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(2) What items are dumped and how does this affect the health of   
 people and our environment

What Items are dumped 

Waste from Homes 
Plastic bottles (water, cold drinks, juices, cooking 
oil bottles, detergents, medicines and cosmetics, 
toothpaste tubes)
Plastic bags from supermarkets and spaza shops
Milk Cartons, spice containers 
Card board boxes
Used diapers 
Food cans
Traditional brooms 
Hair Pieces 
Old shoes 
Waste food, chicken feathers 
Electronic items 
Broken TVS
Car parts and Bicycle tires 

Dead Animals
Calves, goats, dogs and cats

Building Waste
- Broken glass 
- Ceiling boards 
- Broken floor tiles 
- Used Cement bags 
- Concrete blocks 
- Bricks

Waste from Taverns and People visiting taverns 
Beer bottles

How Dumping affects our Health and Environment

People especially children are cut with sharp 
objectives

 
 

We see broken bottles all over the place,  as well as 
tins with sharp edges, broken window panes and 
roofing tiles.
 
They are dumped in places where people walking 
could get cut. Children play in these areas and pick 
up objects to play with, they are open to getting 
hurt.

Infectious diseases from Dumping of dead animals

 

Dead live stock as well as disposal diapers are found 
dumped  in all areas.

They carry infectious diseases. It is said that even 
when it is dumped in a formal dumpsite it gives 
of methane gasses which contributes to global 
warming. Rats and other creatures grow in these 
dumps and spread diseases.
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Chemicals from Burning Waste

  

Burning is a common way of people disposing of 
waste in Sekhukhune. They burn stuff like plastics, 
disposable diapers. These have chemicals which 
can cause respiratory illnesses

Rivers are Polluted

People dump on river banks. The waste carry items 
which can pollute the water. Diapers can cause 
serious contamination of water. People and cattle 
in our community drink water from the rivers.

Cattle feeding on waste become sick and can die

 

In Sekhukhune since the days of our great 
grandparents kept cattle. Many families are still 
making a living from keeping cattle. The mines 
broke down all traditional grazing areas. Peoples 
cattle (cows and goats) roam around looking for 
grass. They go to dumpsites where they eat plastic. 
We see many cows dying, when they cut them up 
we see plastics in their stomach.

Traditional Ritual sites are desecrated by waste 
dumping

 

We have many sites where people do traditional 
rituals. These areas are becoming polluted with 
waste.  This is disturbing to people in the community 
who see these sites as sacred.
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The soil is polluted

 
 

Most people dig holes and bury the waste . Some 
parts of the waste decay and nourish the soil 
however most items, such as plastics, boxes with 
chemicals, diapers, don’t decay. They contaminate 
the soil.

Open dumps near houses give off unpleasant smells

People sometimes dump close to the houses where 
they live. This results in bad smells experienced by 
the families. Strong winds spreads the dust and 
the dirt from the open dumps all around into  the 
yards of people. Rats and other creatures increase 
in these areas, they carry diseases.

Children Playing near dump sites are at risk
 

Dumping Household chemicals and medicines 
Households items such as detergents, old food, 
plastic juice bottles, medicines such as cough  
mixture is a danger to children who play around 
the dumps. Children eat food they find, drink from 
plastic juice bottles and medicine bottles such as 
cough mixtures.
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(3) Big Dumping Items – Baby Diapers and Beer Bottles

In our investigation we observed two items that made up a large part of the items dumped. This 
was diapers and bottles. We realised that the large amounts of dumping of these items, was a 
serious threat to our health and environment and something must be done soon. Here is what we 
found in our investigation.

Disposal Baby Diapers

We found diapers in all the waste piles we looked at.

We calculated that one child used at least 4 diapers a day. This means that, that child will use 120 
diapers a month and 1440 diapers a year. According to Statistics SA there are over 4000 children 
under four in the Sekhukhune district. 

If only 2000 children are using diapers each year this means that 2, 880,000 diapers are dumped 
each year in Sekhukhune. This causes us to fear, what will happen the next 20 years since the use 
of diapers increases every day. We imagine the mountain of dirt in years to come which will cause 
the diseases that will affect humans, animals and environment, badly.

More people are using diapers because the prices are low. Diapers which are not SABS approved 
are sold in the Spaza shops at lower prices, has made diapers affordable for everyone.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1zCgBLAvxCQ5IANZPyPTFEcO1Pdoca7bm&amp;usp=sharing
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Beer Bottles

The second item we saw dumped in large 
quantities was beer bottles. The number of 
liquor selling outlets have increased since 
the start of mining in our areas. That is 
retail shops, shebeens etc.

There are a large number of taverns where 
there are migrant workers. Every village 
now has many taverns.

We estimate that each tavern sells about 
500-700 glass bottles of beer a month. The 
330 ml bottles are consumed more that 
the 750ml ones and you can see them in 
transparent, green and  brown bottles all 
over. 750ml bottles are used when buying 
again but the 330ml bottles are not.

A tavern owner explained  that his customers 
prefer the non-returnable 330ml bottle. 
After sales and consumption of liquor, they 
(him and his employees) collect the bottles 
and put them in a hole dug next to the 
bottle store because the liqueur suppliers 
only collect the 750ml ones.

One tavern owner commented

“I sell alcohol and just making a living. I can’t control 
people not to litter anywhere, yes you may find 
bottles even along the streets. I collect only in my 
space after morning and put the bottles one side.”

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1zCgBLAvxCQ5IANZPyPTFEcO1Pdoca7bm&amp;usp=sharing

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1cPt1QXRDT-

jW3rTbxLCwTBTWYQSXRHF7I&amp;usp=sharing
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(4) The Dumpster System of Collecting Waste in Sekhukhune

The only waste collection system that we see is large metal bins or dumpsters on the main rood. 
Trucks collect the waste from these dumpsters and take them to landfills. We investigated to check  
why this system was not working. We visited each dumpster and took geo located pictures. We 
mapped our pictures to see where the dumpsters were located and which communities they 
served.

We found the following:

In the Fetakgomo-Tubatse municipality there are only  9 dumpsters along the R37 road which is 
the main road that runs from one end of Sekhuhune to the other passing all the villages. These 
dumpsters serve  83199  households  and a  population of 335 767 according to STAT SA 2011. 

The location of the dumpsters are far away from the where residents live. They require a wheel 
barrow to take the waste to the dumpsters or purchase their own black bags. From our map we 
were able to see large sections of the people living far away from the R37.

Many of the dumpsters are overflowing, which means that they have not been emptied regularly 
People dump around the dumpsters and not in the dumpster. People transport waste from homes 
to dumpsters using wheel barrows, which are usually full. At the dumpster, which is high up, it is 
too difficult to tip the waste into the dumpsters. This is the reason why people leave the waste 
around the dumpsters and not in the dumpster. The dumpsters are not user friendly.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1nnKsiMW_FRiy-

TrANYQz0pSHvqC6ETZ6K&amp;usp=sharing
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According to people who stays next to the dumpsters 
on the  R37 the smell is bad and pollution  is high. 
When rain and wind comes it takes everything  
back to the community. Some waste ends up in 
the river through erosion. People who live  close 
by sometimes burn this waste inside the dumpsters 
for them to be able to have space  and avoid bad, 
smell and dirt. 

We noticed that the  dumpsters  located on R37 
Monitors  are near mine crossings of  Twickenham, 
Marula, Mandagshoek, Dilokong, Modikwa 
Mines, Steelport and SAMANCOR, The remaining 
4 dumpsters where spotted in town. From 
Twickenham cross to Atok there are  no dumpsters 
and this is a distance of about 35 km, with many 
villages along the roads. According to the IDP only 
5 areas have waste collection services,  all these 
are the more wealthy communiies of  Burgersfort, 
Ohrigstad, Praktiseer, Steelport and Gapodile.
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(5) Our Interviews with residents on the Waste 
 problem in Sekhukhune

Interviews with family and neighbours

Each  monitor in our team spoke with family and 
neighbours about the dumping problem. Here is a 
summary of what they said. 

All of them said that they dumped because there 
was no waste collection service. The dumpsters 
which are provided are very far away from the 
houses  so this is not practical. 

Some said that they burn their waste. Others that 
they throw their rubbish in the bush in the rivers, 
valley and on the side of the roads far away from 
their houses. 

After cleaning their homes (especially after 
weddings, funerals etc) they identify a spot (mostly 
dongas and in the aloes surrounding their homes) 
and dump their waste.

One  lady said “our villages are not like urban areas,  
because here we do everything on our own e.g. 
water, roads and waste. We burn some of the things 
but the smell of the smoke is terrible for us and our 
neighbours, so it is better if we dump them”.

Many people commented on the municipality as 
the cause of their problems.

“Our municipality does nothing to help the 
community and they do not teach people about the 
harm and the consequences in the environment 
and only when it benefits them. In the rural areas 
there is still oppression by municipalities, they take 
all this services to townships and towns to please 
those who are rich”.

“When I see people who clean the streets they only 
take away papers and leave the diapers and other 
waste. The municipality pay people (EPWP) to only 
remove the papers but they fail to remove this big 
hazardous waste”.

“The municipality can provide big steel bins in our 
area close to our houses”. People should be fined 
for dumping in the river and hills”.

One resident says that she thinks that there must 
be a fine  for people who dump in the river but first 
the municipality must provide a service.

Children play malapalapana (indigenous games), 
they also in danger of getting contact with the 
waste. As for the bottles it is very dangerous 
because they can play with them and get hurt.
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Interviews with our elders

We asked our elders about this problem, when did 
it start and how was waste managed before the 
mines came. This is a summary of what they said.

Our environment in the olden days was clean. The 
population was less and people were consuming 
food that they plant and indigenous ones found in 
their farms, yards, mountains and  forests. 

Old people were consuming food they were farming 
and hunting ie locusts, dikgagarapane, dinthlwa(big 
ants coming from ground after rain. They were also 
eating meat from livestock and tamed animals 
from the mountains and forests. Indigenous fruits 
and bulbs were also eaten. There was little waste 
or no waste because bones and skins of animals 
were used to create products. 

They knew importance of the environment and 
respected sacred places. Nowadays we have 
different kinds of food and some have bad effect to 
health and environment.

Diseases were few because of the kind of life they 
were living and the food they were eating. They 
lived long and healthy. Waste was less because 
they had other ways of making them different e.g. 
meat was cut and dried. Nowadays food get rotten 
because of load shedding and dumped.

They had no plastics to package food. They built 
using material from land, not plastics and metals 
bought in the hardware store. 

Trees were cut only for use but nowadays people 
cut for fire and business. There was less soil erosion 
because yards were surrounded by trees and aloes 
that controlled water. Rivers and rain etc were the 
only source of water. Dry wood was only used for 
fire. 

Consumption has increased as a result of the ever-
increasing population. This has increased demand, 
more products are produced, and lot of waste is 
created because of manufacturing, packaging and 
the lifespan of the product made. 

Climate change was never a problem because 
people had knowledge to respect nature. Nowadays 
things have changed and the challenges we face 
are frustrating and we are suffering because of the 
consequences of what we are doing to nature. 

Older people in the community said that back then 
they did not have waste collection services. They 
got rid of their waste by usually burning the waste 
or by making their own dumping place in their 
yard whereby they dig a hole. She also added by 
saying the waste of nower days it’s different from 
back in their old days, the difference being the fact 
that nowadays we have so many shop’s that uses 
many different kinds of packages. She also added 
by saying even now they still dig holes but within a 
month the hole might already be full. We were just 
dumping waste around sethobolo and burn them. 
The waste was much different because much of 
their waste was taken  from ploughing fields like 
mahlaka, meoko and diponkies. 

In that age  we used old clothes as napkins instead 
of  diapers. When people drank beer  we used clay 
pots and not glass bottles. 
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(6) What Our Constitution and Law demands and what     
 Municipalities and Councillors say about Waste Management in   
 Sekhukhune

The Constitution and the Law

The Constitution of South Africa, in the Bill of Rights in section 24 , Chapter 2, of  our country says 
that we have the right to live in an environment that is not harmful to the health or well-being. 

Government has created law to say how waste management must be set up and controlled this is 
the National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998) (NEMA).

Municipalities are required by this law to set up a integrated waste management plan and provide 
basic services related to  cleansing and refuse removal, refuse dumps and solid waste disposal
Links : https://www.gov.za/documents/national-environmental-management-act.

What the Municipality Says

The District municipality says on its website  that there is an Integrated Waste Management Plan. 
However in reality this is only for a few areas where more wealthy people live.

From our observation and what we have learnt in our interviews with residents, there is no waste 
management service. They provided few dumpsters, but these were located on the R37 far from 
where people lived. Many of these dumpsters are today abandoned.
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What Municipal Councillors Say

We interviewed municipal councillors in our area. It was difficult because it was just before the local 
government elections.

Here is what they said: 

• The one said – call me in 10 minutes I will give you an answer - when I called he did not answer.

• Many admitted that there’s no official waste management system.

• The one said that the municipality put 1 bin (dumpster ) on the main road for people to use. But he 
agrees that it is far from the villages  which are  not close to main roads. He then said I am no longer 
on the voters roll you better engage the person who is on the voters roll.

• “ can you please draft your project plan before 1st of November so that we can convince the one 
standing for elections to place a big rubbish bin. We do have dumping sites along the way to Nkwana 
Village”.

• “There is no system in rural area for waste collection at household but only workers who clean 
alongside roads and clearing the tree picking only papers and plastic leaving diapers, bottles and 
household waste”.

• “There is no waste management system in our local area moving forward we are still waiting for the 
elections maybe there will be a difference”.

• It was difficult to talk with the councillor in our area, because recently there has been elections and 
a new councillor is coming in.

• The ward councillor we  engaged on this issue last month, she said the plan of the project should be 
drafted to see what and where to fix the problem on the 18th of November.

• According to Fetakgomo/Tubatse management plan, municipality doesn’t have code 14 drivers 
licence which indicating that waste transportation will be problem.

• “The municipality has only road workers to manage cutting of trees along the roads especially on 
nationalised roads”.

• “We do have some staff like bottles, disable diapers and many plastic backs that never burned by 
community members and tuck shop owners”. 

• “We don’t have any recycling equipment around rural community level”.

• The councillor we spoke to also referred to the meeting of the 18th of November during the Social 
Development meeting. He said that there is a office that works on waste management but because 
of budget everything fails.
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(7) Our Notes on the Sekhukhune District Municipality on Mining 

Location: 
Sekhukhune Municipal district in south-eastern part of Limpopo and is part of the Limpopo 
Province.

Municipalities: 
The Sekhukhune district is made up of four local municipalities:  Elias Motsoaledi LM, Ephraim 
Mogale LM, Makhuduthamaga LM and Fetakgomo Tubatse LM.The District is made up of 117 
wards with a total of 764 villages.

Traditional Leadership: 
There are 74 traditional leaders within the district.

Population: 
The District has a total population of 1,19 million, or 20% of the total population in the Limpopo 
Province.

Mining in Sekhukhune

The disruption of our community by mining is the cause of the many social and community problems 
we experience. This includes the problem of waste and the failures of the municipality. The poor 
planning when mines took over our communities has resulted in the chaos we are experiencing 
today.
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Here is information on mining in Sekhukhune: 

• Mining is the life blood of the Sekhukhune municipality. 34.5% of all goods and services is related to 
mining. Over half of the labour force in the municipality is linked to mining. 

• There are 27 operational mines with 47 licences issued.

• According government estimates mining is forecasted to grow fastest at an average of 5.64% annually 
from R 12.4 billion to R 16.3 billion in 2023.

• Only a few people have benefitted from Mining jobs and contracts. A large number of people are 
unemployed and poor. There is extreme inequality in Sekhukhune.

• According to governments reports the Gini coefficient is 0,58 which is amongst the lowest in the 
province.

• Sekhukhune has a very high number of unemployed people, 28.17% of the total number of 
unemployed people in Limpopo Province live in Sekhukhune.

• Only about 4% of the population have higher education. Mines look outside the community for 
skilled workers.

This information is from official Web Page of the Sekhukhune District 
Municipality: http://www.sekhukhunedistrict.gov.za/

Sekhukhune District Profile:
https://www.cogta.gov.za/ddm/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/DistrictProfile_SEKHUKHUNE0807-1.pdf
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(8) Our Ideas on how to Solve the Waste Problem In Sekhukhune

We discussed actions that could be taken to solve the problems we talked about in our 
investigation. Here are key ideas: 

• The municipal council is by law responsible to make a waste management plan and to 
implement the plan. They should do this urgently.

• The big supper markets as well as the spaza shops are also responsible because they make 
money buying and selling  goods wrapped in plastic, or they don’t collect the bottles and 
they sell diapers. They should support community initiatives to solve this problem.

• The Mines are responsible, because they disrupted the traditional life of the community, they 
were responsible for the increase in population. They say they provide jobs and contracts 
and stimulate business, but for only a small section of the community. They pass  their costs 
on the community in this way by not paying more for services such as waste management. 
Mines must support the initiatives of the community to solve this problem.

• The community must be become aware of the serious danger to their health and to the 
environment in which they live. They should, as parents come together to act on this problem.

• Organisations in Sekhukhune must work together with the support of NGO’s to support the 
community to take action. The waste problem is not a minor problem. It is about people’s 
day to day health and safety it is about protecting the environment. It is connected to the 
other big problems related to mining in Sekhukhune.

Our Ideas for a Community driven waste management system

• Start with the community . Listen to their ideas how this problem could be solved. Help them 
develop an action plan and support this action.

• Talk to ward committee and councillors, win their support for a community plan to solve this 
problem.

• Develop our ideas into a proposal. Set up pilot projects to be funded by local Spaza shops, 
super markets and the Mines. Here are some ideas:
 ෙ Place a dumpsters in sections of the village identified by residents.
 ෙ Municipal trucks must fetch waste from these dumpsters regularly.
 ෙ Employ unemployed youth in each section to collect bags of waste from the houses 

and place it in the dumpsters.
 ෙ The youth will also separate to remove recyclable items for sale.
 ෙ Set up Waste and Environment groups of residents who will manage the dumpsters 

and support the youth in their recycling activities.
 ෙ Develop a Community Waste and Environmental education and awareness programme.
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